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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION
____________
PROTECTION AGAINST LIGHTNING –
Part 4: Electrical and electronic systems within structures
FOREWORD
1) The International Electrotechnic al Commission (IEC) is a worldwide organization for standardization c omprising
all national electrotechnical c ommittees (IEC National Committees). The object of IEC is to promot e
international co-operation on all questions conc erning standardization in the electrical and electronic fields. To
this end and in addition to other activities, IEC publishes International Standards, Technical Specifications,
Technical Reports, Publicly Available Specifications (PAS) and Guides (hereafter referr ed to as “IEC
Publication(s)”). Their preparation is entrusted to technic al c ommittees; any IEC National Committee interested
in the subject dealt with may participate in this preparatory work. International, governmental and nongovernmental organizations liaising with the IEC also participate in this preparation. IEC c ollaborates clos el y
with the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in accordance with conditions determined b y
agreement between the two organizations.
2) The formal decisions or agr eements of IEC on technic al matters express, as nearly as possible, an international
consensus of opinion on the relevant subjects since each technical committee has representation from all
interested IEC National C ommittees.
3) IEC Publications have the form of recommendations for international use and are accepted by IEC National
Committees in that s ense. W hile all reas onable efforts are made to ensure that the technic al c ontent of IEC
Publications is accurate, IEC c annot be held responsible for the way in which they are us ed or for an y
misinterpr etation by any end us er.
4) In order to promote international uniformity, IEC National Committees undertake to apply IEC P ublications
transparently to the maximum extent possible in their national and regional publications. Any divergenc e
between any IEC Publication and the corr esponding national or regional public ation shall be clearly indicated in
the latter.
5) IEC itself does not provide any attestation of conformity. Independent certification bodies provide conformit y
assessment services and, in s ome areas, access to IEC marks of conformity. IEC is not responsible for an y
services carried out by independent certification bodies.
6) All users should ensure that they have the latest edition of this publication.
7) No liability shall attach to IEC or its directors, employees, servants or agents including individual experts an d
members of its technical c ommittees and IEC National Committees for any personal injury, property damage or
other damage of any nature whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, or for costs (including legal fees) and
expens es arising out of the publication, use of, or relianc e upon, this IEC Publication or any other IEC
Publications.
8) Attention is drawn to the Normative ref erences cited in this publication. Use of the ref erenced publications is
indispens able f or the corr ect application of this publication.
9) Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this IEC Publication may be the subject of
patent rights. IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.

International Standard IEC 62305-4 has been prepared by IEC technical committee 81:
Lightning protection.
This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition, published in 2006, and constitutes
a technical revision.
This edition includes the following significant technical changes with respect to the previous
edition:
1)

Isolating interfaces capable of reducing conducted surges on lines entering the structure
are introduced.

2)

Minimum cross-sections for bonding components are slightly modified.

3)

First negative impulse current is introduced for calculation purposes as electromagnetic
source of harm to the internal systems.

4)

Selection of SPD with regard to voltage protection level is improved to take into account
oscillation and induction phenomena in the circuit downstream of SPD.

5)

Annex C dealing with SPD coordination is withdrawn and referred back to SC 37A.
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6)

A new informative Annex D is introduced giving information on factors to be considered in
the selection of SPDs.

The text of this standard is based on the following documents:
FDIS

Report on voting

81/373/FDIS

81/383/RVD

Full information on the voting for the approval of this standard can be found in the report on
voting indicated in the above table.
This publication has been drafted, as closely as possible, in accordance with the ISO/IEC
Directives, Part 2.
A list of all the parts in the IEC 62305 series, under the general title Protection against
lightning, can be found on the IEC website.
The committee has decided that the contents of this publication will remain unchanged until
the stability date indicated on the IEC web site under "http://webstore.iec.ch" in the data
related to the specific publication. At this date, the publication will be
•
•
•
•

reconfirmed,
withdrawn,
replaced by a revised edition, or
amended.

A bilingual version of this standard may be issued at a later date.
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INTRODUCTION
Lightning as a source of harm is a very high energy phenomenon. Lightning flashes release
many hundreds of mega-joules of energy. When compared with the milli-joules of energy that
may be sufficient to cause damage to sensitive electronic equipment in electrical and
electronic systems within a structure, it is clear that additional protection measures will be
necessary to protect some of this equipment.
The need for this International Standard has arisen due to the increasing cost of failures of
electrical and electronic systems, caused by electromagnetic effects of lightning. Of particular
importance are electronic systems used in data processing and storage as well as process
control and safety for plants of considerable capital cost, size and complexity (for which plant
outages are very undesirable for cost and safety reasons).
Lightning can cause different types of damage in a structure, as defined in IEC 62305-1:
D1

injury to living beings by electric shock;

D2

physical damage (fire, explosion, mechanical destruction, chemical release) due to
lightning current effects, including sparking;

D3

failure of internal systems due to LEMP.

IEC 62305-3 deals with the protection measures to reduce the risk of physical damage and
life hazard, but does not cover the protection of electrical and electronic systems.
This Part 4 of IEC 62305 therefore provides information on protection measures to reduce the
risk of permanent failures of electrical and electronic systems within structures.
Permanent failure of electrical and electronic systems can be caused by the lightning
electromagnetic impulse (LEMP) via:
a)

conducted and induced surges transmitted to equipment via connecting wiring;

b)

the effects of radiated electromagnetic fields directly into equipment itself.

Surges to the structure can originate from sources external to the structure or from within the
structure itself:
–

surges which originate externally from the structure are created by lightning flashes
striking incoming lines or the nearby ground, and are transmitted to electrical and
electronic systems within the structure via these lines;

–

surges which originate internally within the structure are created by lightning flashes
striking the structure itself or the nearby ground.

NOTE 1 Surges can als o originate internally within the structure, from switching effects, e.g. switching of
inductive loads.

The coupling can arise from different mechanisms:
–

resistive coupling (e.g. the earth impedance of the earth-termination system or the cable
shield resistance);

–

magnetic field coupling (e.g. caused by wiring loops in the electrical and electronic system
or by inductance of bonding conductors);

–

electric field coupling (e.g. caused by rod antenna reception).

NOTE 2 The effects of electric field coupling are generally very small when compared to the magnetic field
coupling and can be disregarded.
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Radiated electromagnetic fields can be generated via
–

the direct lightning current flowing in the lightning channel,

–

the partial lightning current flowing in conductors (e.g. in the down-conductors of an
external LPS in accordance with IEC 62305-3 or in an external spatial shield in
accordance with this standard).
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PROTECTION AGAINST LIGHTNING –
Part 4: Electrical and electronic systems within structures

1

Scope

This part of IEC 62305 provides information for the design, installation, inspection,
maintenance and testing of electrical and electronic system protection (SPM) to reduce the
risk of permanent failures due to lightning electromagnetic impulse (LEMP) within a structure.
This standard does not cover protection against electromagnetic interference due to lightning,
which may cause malfunctioning of internal systems. However, the information reported in
Annex A can also be used to evaluate such disturbances. Protection measures against
electromagnetic interference are covered in IEC 60364-4-44 [1] 1 and in the IEC 61000 series
[2]
.
This standard provides guidelines for cooperation between the designer of the electrical and
electronic system, and the designer of the protection measures, in an attempt to achieve
optimum protection effectiveness.
This standard does not deal with detailed design of the electrical and electronic systems
themselves.

2

Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document.
For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition
of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.
IEC 60364-5-53:2001, Electrical installations of buildings – Part 5-53: Selection and erection
of electrical equipment – Isolation, switching and control
IEC 60664-1:2007, Insulation coordination for equipment within low-voltage systems – Part 1:
Principles, requirements and tests
IEC 61000-4-5:2005, Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) – Part 4-5: Testing and measurement techniques – Surge immunity test
IEC 61000-4-9:1993, Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) – Part 4-9: Testing and measurement techniques – Pulse magnetic field immunity test – Basic EMC Publication
IEC 61000-4-10:1993, Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) – Part 4-10: Testing and measurement techniques – Damped oscillatory magnetic field immunity test – Basic EMC Publication
IEC 61643-1:2005, Low-voltage surge protective devices – Part 1: Surge protective devices
connected to low-voltage power distribution systems – Requirements and tests
IEC 61643-12:2008, Low-voltage surge protective devices – Part 12: Surge protective devices
connected to low-voltage power distribution systems – Selection and application principles
___________
1

Figures in square brackets refer to the bibliography.
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IEC 61643-21, Low voltage surge protective devices – Part 21: Surge protective devices
connected to telecommunications and signalling networks – Performance requirements and
testing methods
IEC 61643-22, Low voltage surge protective devices – Part 22: Surge protective devices
connected to telecommunications and signalling networks – Selection and application
principles
IEC 62305-1:2010, Protection against lightning – Part 1: General principles
IEC 62305-2:2010, Protection against lightning – Part 2: Risk management
IEC 62305-3:2010, Protection against lightning – Part 3: Physical damage to structures and
life hazard

3

Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions, as well as those given
in other parts of IEC 62305, apply.
3.1
electrical system
system incorporating low voltage power supply components
3.2
electronic system
system incorporating sensitive electronic components such as telecommunication equipment,
computer, control and instrumentation systems, radio systems, power electronic installations
3.3
internal systems
electrical and electronic systems within a structure
3.4
lightning protection
LP
complete system for the protection of structures and/or electrical and electronic systems in
those structures from the effects of lightning, consisting of an LPS and SPM
3.5
lightning protection system
LPS
complete system used to reduce physical damage due to lightning flashes to a structure
NOTE

It consists of both external and internal lightning protection systems.

3.6
lightning electromagnetic impulse
LEMP
all electromagnetic effects of lightning current via resistive, inductive and capacitive coupling
which create surges and electromagnetic fields
3.7
surge
transient created by LEMP that appears as an overvoltage and/or overcurrent

